October 29, 2021

Hutch Happenings

4th Grade Field Trip to the New York Botanical Garden

Anne Hutchinson School's 4th graders enjoyed a wonderful trip to the New York Botanical Garden in the Bronx last week. Students engaged in hands-on experiences to learn about the life cycle of a pumpkin. Thank you to our PTA's Cultural Arts Program and our 4th grade teaching team for organizing this special opportunity for our students.

School Photo Retakes and Class Photo Day

School Photo Retakes and Class/Group Photo Day will be Friday, November 5th at AHS. Please see this informational flyer for further details. Thank you to PTA parent, Jennine Perrotti, for organizing our school photo days!

Want more glimpses into daily life at Anne Hutch?

Follow Dr. Keane on Twitter @PrincipalKeane!

Anne Hutch has H.E.A.R.T.